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 Science 
Over the past 100 years, scientists have made materials which have 
advantages over traditional materials. Using secondary resources, 

create a fact file for the invention of four new materials. Your fact 
files must tell me: the inventor, year invented, advantages of the 
material, disadvantages of the material and the uses of the 
material.  
Four new materials you could research are: Post-It Notes, wrinkle-

free cotton, Polar Fleece and Gore-Tex.  

Topic 
Watch the following clip: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zrthfg8 

Using the information learnt, design your own Viking longhouse. 
Draw both the interior and exterior. You must annotate your 
designs in order that all of the key features are clear.  
 
 

Topic 
Imagine you are a mountain climber who is planning an 
expedition to the summit of Ben Nevis. Your task is to write a list 

of equipment you would need. Ensure that you explain why you 
need each item. 
 
 

 

Extended Writing  
Using your extensive knowledge on the Vikings, write your own 
descriptive explode the moment piece about the Vikings. The 

content of piece can be based on whatever you choose about the 
Vikings. For example, you might choose travelling from 
Scandinavia to Britain on a Viking Longboat or fighting the Monks 
at Lindisfarne.  
 

Remember to use the attached WAGOLL and use all the devices we 
have covered this year.   
 
 

MFL 
Using your knowledge of healthy eating and French vocabulary for 
food, write two lists (in French) for foods which are healthy and 

which are unhealthy.  
Use the subheadings Bon pour la santé (Good for your health) and 
Mauvais pour la santé (Bad for your health). 
 
Challenge – Create a poster in French to inform French children of 

which foods are healthy and unhealthy using the same vocabulary.  
 

Author of the Term 
If you have read a book written by Liz Pichon, create a book 
review. You could include: your favourite character, your favourite 

part of the story, why you liked it and if you would recommend it 
to a friend. 
 
If you have not read a Liz Pichon book create a 
book review for a different book we have read 

in Y5. Some examples could be: How to train 
your dragon or Who let the Gods out? 

RE 

Design a website in your home learning book which would 
explain what a Christian place of worship symbolises and 
represents. Fill a blank page in your home learning book with 
your website design.  
Think carefully about:  

- What will your website be called? 

- What information do people need to know about? 

- What images will you use? 

PSHE 

Pretend you are working for Prime minister Boris Johnson. He has 
asked you to create a poster informing children of how to stay 
healthy during these times. Your poster must appeal to children 
across the country and must be clear on a number of different ways 
to stay healthy. 
 

Some ideas you may want to include are: Doing Joe Wick’s P.E. 
lessons, completing home learning and starting a new hobby.   

 

Art 

During the Viking period, coins became increasingly popular in 
England. Read the following article – 
https://www.jorvikvikingcentre.co.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2017/01/Coins-and-Coin-making.pdf 
Use the ideas and records provided to design your own Viking 
coin.  

 
 
Remember a key feature of the coin’s 
design was based on the Viking king at 
the time.  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zrthfg8
https://www.jorvikvikingcentre.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Coins-and-Coin-making.pdf
https://www.jorvikvikingcentre.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Coins-and-Coin-making.pdf
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WAGOLL – What a good one looks like 

The troublesome travel from Scandinavia to Britain 

 

Crash! Clawing waves were battering the sides of the towering longboat. Each time a 

wave hit the side of the pressured oak, it sounded to the rowers inside like a giant was 

pounding a door down. 

“Keep going warriors!” roared the Norse leader. In response, the Vikings roared back and 

rowed continuously harder. The fresh scent of sea salt set up camp in the noses of all 

those on the boat, which came as a welcome relief as it hid the stench of sweat which 

had previously dominated the surroundings. Every couple of seconds, a cruel, harsh and 

freezing air erupted onto the men. It felt like a piercing cut to all of their worn faces. 

Each individual had a lump in their throat, their tongue dry and exhausted. 

 

Hiccup was a young Viking set on becoming a fully-fledged member of the tribe. This 

was his first attack. The first time he’d left his home village. Compared to the other 

warriors on the ship, Hiccup’s features were modest to say the least. Muscles as big as 

buffalo eluded him, instead he was defined by his skinniness. Often, his father would 

complain to him to get his hair cut as it fell awkwardly covering his eyes. To his 

detriment, this often hindered his eyesight during duelling training and resulted in him 

being covered with an unfortunate set of bruises. His legs, in comparison to his brother, 

were minuscule, like tree branches compared to the trunk of a triumphant great oak. 

Hiccup (who was now aged nineteen) was shaking more than a maple leaf in a vicious 

storm. As the shore of Britain grew ever nearer, the pace of heart began to increase and 

his eyes began to water.    

 

Just then, with a creak that shook all of those on the cramped boat, the volatile Vikings 

hit the British shore. With a clamorous clank, they all grabbed their expansive collection 

of weapons and began to aggressively hurl themselves over the side of the boat. 

Without warning, the warriors began to bump into one another, seemingly 

demonstrating little regard for those in their path. Hiccup’s knees were like rubber, every 

knock that he took saw him fall straight off his feet. With sweat pouring off his brow, he 

launched himself back up. Still trembling and whimpering, he stared overboard and into 

the distance. Instantly his jaw dropped… In front of him was vivid mayhem and 

destruction. Hiccup caught his breath and was left gasping for air, he could not believe 

the scene unfolding before his dilated eyes.     

 

 

 

         

Non Chronological Report Success Criteria – Gold Self 

I can use a range of different examples of parenthesis (brackets and dashes).  

I can use powerful similes and metaphors in a range of contexts.    

I can use direct speech when appropriate.  

Title – Summarise what 
your writing is all about 
Ensure that it is concise and 

draws the reader into your 
descriptive writing. 
Challenge – Can you include 
alliteration? 

Paragraph 1 - Set the 
scene 
Write a sentence which is 
based upon each sense: 
- Sight 
- Smell 
- Sound 
- Taste  
- Touch 

Paragraph 2 – describe a 
character 
Remember to show, not 
tell.  
Use a range of synonyms.  
Add parenthesis to 
provide greater detail.  
Challenge – Include a 
short sentence.  

Paragraph 3 - describing 
an incident 
Ensure that powerful 
adjectives are used. 
Try to support all verbs 
with suitable adverbs. 
Apply ellipses to build 
suspense into your 
writing. 
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I can use ellipsis to build suspense.  

I can use the senses in order to show not tell.  

I can use powerful adjectives.   

I can use adverbs to describe movement.   

I can use a range of different sentence starters.   

I can use paragraphs effectively in order to focus on different subjects of my writing.  
 

Non Chronological Report Success Criteria – Silver Self 

I can use similes and metaphors to build description.  

I can use direct speech that is suitable for the context.  

I can use the range of senses to describe the moment.   

I can use the a range of different sentence starters i.e. Fronted adverbials  

I can use powerful adjectives.  

I can use adverbs to improve my description.   

I can use different types of punctuation, for example exclamation marks.  

I can apply accurate conjunctions where required.  

 

Non Chronological Report Success Criteria - Bronze Self 

I can use my senses in order to describe the moment – sight, smell, taste, sound and touch.  

I can use similes in my descriptions.   

I can use adjectives through expanded noun phrases.   

I can use adverbs to improve the description of movements.   

I can punctuate sentences accurately.  

I can use conjunctions.  

I can use different sentence starters.   
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